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USER MANUAL  
 

The manual describes main operation principles of setting and programming of various objects 
of ARTON-16F, ARTON-32F fire alarm control panels. The objects of FACP are "Line", "Output", 
and "User". Safety issues described in section 6 of the operational manual must be kept while 
working with FACP.  
 
AL - alarm line (zone) 
FACP - fire alarm control panel 
 
HOW TO SET AND CONFIGURE FIRE ALARM LINE(S)  

 
Attention! Factory settings of fire alarm lines in many cases correspond to requirements of 

project documents and do not require any changes. The procedure of standby current storage 
(recording) in a fire alarm line is mandatory.  

 
Before adjusting or configuring the AL define the following:  

- type and general number of detectors connectable to fire alarm line(s); 
- connection method of AL to FACP (2-wire or  4-wire connection); 
- AL type («Active», «Passive», «Combined», «ARTON-DL»); 
- AL operation algorithm («With verification», «Without verification», «2 detectors trigger»); 
- value of EOL resistor; 
- values of additional resistors of detectors. 
 
Two-wire detector connection  
1. Arrange wiring of a detector circuit where needed. Number of detectors should not exceed 

32 per zone.  
2. Set AL voltage at 15 V (factory default) or 24 V by changing the position of  12/24V bridge on 

I/O PCB.  
Attention! You can change AL voltage only for groups consisting of 8 circuits (group AL1-AL8 

and group AL9-AL16).  
3. Fit the required EOL resistor in the line and additional resistors of detectors as per wiring 

diagrams in the manual for FACP.  
4. Keeping the polarity wire the alarm line to the appropriate terminals «Ch» and «GND» on I/O 

PCB. 
5. Shunt the terminals of zones (lines) not in use with 2,4 kOhm or 3,3 kOhm resistors from the 

spare parts pack of FACP. 
6. Apply power to FACP.   



7. Record standby zone current. The standby current record procedure is available from access 
level 3 (programming mode).   

8. You can enter the configuring mode from any window by selecting [Config] of the main menu  
after double-clicking the [Menu] button.  Upon that enter the engineer password (factory default - 
[1][2][3][4][4][3][2][1]).   

9. Enter the "AL" menu. There is a marker «►» in the [Options] window which indicates the 
current field or an option. You can move between fields (options) using the buttons [↑], [↓]. Press 
[Enter] or the functional key [Edit] to change the current field (option). 

10. Change AL options if necessary. Press [ОК] to confirm any change of the option, press [Esc] 
to cancel changing options.  

11. Activate the "AL" menu field, set the number of zone, confirm the number by pressing [ОК], 
activate the "Standby current" field   and record standby current in the selected zone by pressing 
successively the buttons "Record" and "Save".  

Notes 
 1. To record standby current simultaneously in all zones with activated field "Standby mode" 

press by series the buttons [All zones] and [Save].  
2. In some cases to reduce the probability of false activation of detectors in two-wire alarm 

lines we recommend to set "AL type - Active" instead of the default parameter "AL type - Combined". 
 
Four-wire detector connection  
12. Perform pp. (1-4).  
13. Shunt the terminals of zones (lines) not in use with 2,4 kOhm resistors from the spare parts 

pack of FACP. 
14. Apply power to FACP.  
15. Perform p.8.  
16. Enter the OUTPUTS menu. Activate the field «OUT» and pressing the buttons [↑], [↓], 

choose the necessary number of output the detector will be powered from. Confirm the chosen 
option pressing «ОК».  

NB. Start choosing the necessary output from the number «OUT7», as outputs «OUT1-OUT6» 
are intended for implementation of mandatory FACP functions and not able to change parameters.  

Moving the marker «►» between fields activate the field «Output type» and set the value «4-
wire AL power», press «ОК» to confirm the chosen  value.  

17. Activate the field «Active time, sec» and set the parameter value – 5, press «ОК» to confirm 
the chosen value.  

18. Enter the additional settings menu pressing the buttons «Add ↑↓». Choose the number of 
the line(s) powered from this output by doing the following actions. Press successively the buttons 
«↑» and «↓», change the parameter in the Mask field to "OR". Confirm the selected parameter 
pressing «Save».  

19. Exit the Outputs menu.  
20. Perform recording the standby zone current. 
Activate the AL menu field, set number of zone, confirm the number pressing «ОК», activate 

the field «Standby current»  and record the standby zone current successively  pressing the buttons 
[Record] and [Save].  

NB. To record standby current simultaneously in all zones with the activated field "Standby 
current" press successively "All zones" and «Save». 

 


